May 2010 Honors Graduates

The student who has earned the highest grade point average in their school of record is chosen as the Standard Bearer. The Standard Bearer is given the honor of processing with the school banner during Commencement Convocation.

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Jupin Malhi, Standard Bearer

Summa Cum Laude

Alexander Frolov
Paul Jay Gardner III
Jill C. Gregory
Amy Michelle Hand
Evelyn Michelle Lang
Auburn J’ann Layman
Jupin Malhi

Cum Laude

Katherine E. Beckett
Rebecca Allison Eldred
Alyssa Leigh Fornara
Sara Jean Gingrich
Austen Jay Green
Shelby Susan Just
Harrison Andrew Kaufman

Magna Cum Laude

Katherine Ann Brattain
Joel Elton Horton
Jill C. Gregory
Samara Jean Gibbons
Auburn J’ann Layman

Honor in the Liberal Arts

Brett Matthew Goodman
Stephanie Ann Munves
Rachel Kathryn Porter
Anika Nasrin Rabin
Alexander Page Schiller
Alice M. Severin
Rachany Th Sion

With Departmental Distinction

Anthropology

Elizabeth Whitney Wilkerson

English

Matthew Patrick Evans Alexander
Mary Abigail Dewey
Eryn Marie Elliott
Claire Cate Nell
Rachel Kathryn Porter

History

Sally Belton Engelder
Heather M. Hunt
Shelby Susan Just
Amanda Marie Patterson

Philosophy

Yishai Abraham Cohen
Samuel Wayne Yeyand

In Perkins School of Theology

Hilary Seraph Donaldson and Scott Bryan Dermer, Standard Bearers

Summa Cum Laude

Lora Anne Brandis
Melisse Autumn Collins

Magna Cum Laude

John Dixon Baldwin
Kathryn Lindsay Berg
Laura Watson Bertwell
Michelle Arlene Brocklesby
Betty Jane Brownstein
Claudia Megan Davison
William Patrick Edmondson

Cam Laude

Jonathan Charles Bailey
Edward R. Blackstone
Andrew Evan Butler
Stephen Joel Cotten
Deborah Ann Gillis

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Beverly Lauren Weiser, Standard Bearer

In the Guildhall at SMU, Linda and Mitch Hart eCenter

Joshua Bennett Moretto, Standard Bearer

Southern Methodist University will not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, disability, or veteran status. SMU’s commitment to equal opportunity includes nondiscrimination on the basis of sexual orientation.
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Shelby Anne Stanley, Standard Bearer

Summa Cum Laude
Melissa Diane Bosma
Andrew Castor Mosier
Emily Elizabeth Gray
Ryan Wayne Horton
Caroline Amanda French
Zachary David Dobin
Taylor Hardin Callaway
Megan Rose Altman
Mauri Alper Gustafson
William James Fitzgerald
Thomas Colin Davis

Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Ann Bailey
Megan Frances Bice
Kathryn Elizabeth Cashin
Kayleigh Anne Defenbaugh
Margaret McKenzie Easterlin
Elizabeth Parrish Gillis
Amada Bailey Holyfield
Kelsey Nicole Howard
Cameron Leighton Kirkpatrick
Jonathan A. Lynn
Nikisha Pasrja
Ashleigh DuPlessis Von Reuter
Meredith Renee Robertson
Brandon Adam Sterrrett
Leslie Elise Todd

Cum Laude
Sarah Patricia Acosta
Chrysta Norelle Brown
Laura Elise Hix
Elizabeth Anne Johnston
Alyx Michele Kaizerman
Mallory Jean McCall
Ryan McClendon Moore
Brigham Lee Mosley
Solomon Odom
Jaimie Marie Siegle
David Michael Sterrrett
Sarah Arends Swanson
Rachel Marie Thebeau
Hadley Howard Walker

Honors in the Liberal Arts
Tiffany Yong Adams
Margaret McKenzie Easterlin
Elizabeth Embry Harris
Colin Robert Hogan
Amanda Bailey Holyfield
Elizabeth Anne Johnston
Randall Edward Kenworthy
Ryan McClendon Moore
Nikisha Pasrja
Kathryn Ann Sharkey
Elizabeth Carol Siebman
Shelby Anne Stanley
Megan Christina Symons
Leslie Elise Todd

With Departmental Distinction
ADVERTISING
Lauren Michelle Marchica
Margaret Futrell Marcum
Nicole Lauren Marriott
Anne Caroline Powell
Megan Christina Symons
Sarah Marie Treis

ART HISTORY
Lauren Emily Lee
Leslie Elise Todd

CORPORATE
Stephen Nicholas Brown
Kristin Lorene Evanto
Mohammad J. Gharibieh

COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Nikisha Pasrja
Kathryn Ann Sharkey
Elizabeth Carol Siebman
Shelby Anne Stanley
Leslie Elise Todd

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Sohail S. Hamirani, Standard Bearer

Summa Cum Laude
Justin A. Childres
Chase Evans Cooley
Thomas Colin Davis
William James Fitzgerald
Mauri Alper Gustafson
Sohail S. Hamirani
Alexander John Haynes
Farida Taher Iqbal
Charanya Krishnaswami
Grant Michael Lewis
Lauryrn Elizabeth May
Stacy Lee McElreath
Kevin Chase Howard
Andrew Kent O'Neal
Michael G. O’Neill Jr.
Jennifer Whitecomb Pierce
Brittany Ashton Raetzman
Richard Dawson Shamblin

Magna Cum Laude
Megan Rose Altman
Taylor Hardin Callaway
Zachary David Dobin
Caroline Amanda French
Justin David Hunt
Caroline Alyssa Merideth
Ryan Jonathan Meyer
Ashley Marie Olson
Courtenay Ruth Paris
Brittney Leigh Roberts
Sara Johnson Scheible
Lauren Leigh Seifert
Sarah Anne Stinnett
Zachary Paul Wehner
Alton Nicole Weimer
Meredith Elizabeth Wolff

Cum Laude
Jacob Alexander Boyd
Michael Patrick Buscher
Xi Chen
Kelly Jura Curtis
Yen H. Diep
Luis Flores
Edelmiro Garza Leal
David William Harner
Amelia Louise Isaac
Harrison Andrew Kaufman
Mukhammad Aqelkazzaman Khaled
Winfred Ko
Jason Tri Le
Jake Davenport Meyer
Jessica Kay Moseley
Justin Michael Mowrey
Sienna Nicole Palmer
Seth Mitchell Park
Sabrina J. Raso
Paul Allen Renton
Geoffrey Scott Stupay
Alexander Richard Perry Wey
Stephen James Reiff

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Kristin Lorene Evanto, Standard Bearer

Summa Cum Laude
John Joseph Howard
Kristina Arie Kraemer
Valerie Diane Lemmons
Mohammad J. Gharibieh

Magna Cum Laude
Stephen Nicholas Brown
Kristin Lorene Evanto
Mohammad J. Gharibieh

Cum Laude
Corey Dean Cothrum
Danielle Megan Davis
Ryan Wayne Horton

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW
Andrew Castor Mosier, Standard Bearer

Summa Cum Laude
Hallie Elizabeth Graves
Andrew Castor Mosier

Magna Cum Laude
Joel Matthew Bagby
Paul Matthew McBride
Kristen Nicole Brown
Alexandra Yvettia Farish
Rachel Feinberg Harrison
Katrina Gallagher Mahler
Tracy L. Matlock
Donald Christian Bowers
Kristen Nicole Brown
Jeffrey Lindsay Mills
James Stuart Robertson
Ryan Todd Scammell
Lauren Leigh Seifert

Honors in Business
Eric Michael Fabacher
William James Fitzgerald
Brett Matthew Goodman
Alexander John Haynes
Farida Taher Iqbal
Winfred Ko
Brittany Ashton Raetzman
Richard Dawson Shamblin

Honors in the Liberal Arts
Caroline Amanda French
Stewart Dean Fuller
Nicholas James Baumann
Kyle Gage Bennett
Evan Joseph Boff
Mark Daniel Grinnan
Justin David Hunt
Kristel Terese Isakson
Randall Edward Kenworthy
Melissa Anne Kowalchik
Thomas Colin Davis
Richard Dawson Shamblin

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Sohail S. Hamirani, Standard Bearer

Summa Cum Laude
Justin A. Childres
Chase Evans Cooley
Thomas Colin Davis
William James Fitzgerald
Mauri Alper Gustafson
Sohail S. Hamirani
Alexander John Haynes
Farida Taher Iqbal
Charanya Krishnaswami
Grant Michael Lewis
Lauryrn Elizabeth May
Stacy Lee McElreath
Kevin Chase Howard
Andrew Kent O'Neal
Michael G. O’Neill Jr.
Jennifer Whitecomb Pierce
Brittany Ashton Raetzman
Richard Dawson Shamblin

Magna Cum Laude
Megan Rose Altman
Taylor Hardin Callaway
Zachary David Dobin
Caroline Amanda French
Justin David Hunt
Caroline Alyssa Merideth
Ryan Jonathan Meyer
Ashley Marie Olson
Courtenay Ruth Paris
Brittney Leigh Roberts
Sara Johnson Scheible
Lauren Leigh Seifert
Sarah Anne Stinnett
Zachary Paul Wehner
Alton Nicole Weimer
Meredith Elizabeth Wolff

Cum Laude
Jacob Alexander Boyd
Michael Patrick Buscher
Xi Chen
Kelly Jura Curtis
Yen H. Diep
Luis Flores
Edelmiro Garza Leal
David William Harner
Amelia Louise Isaac
Harrison Andrew Kaufman
Mukhammad Aqelkazzaman Khaled
Winfred Ko
Jason Tri Le
Jake Davenport Meyer
Jessica Kay Moseley
Justin Michael Mowrey
Sienna Nicole Palmer
Seth Mitchell Park
Sabrina J. Raso
Paul Allen Renton
Geoffrey Scott Stupay
Alexander Richard Perry Wey
Stephen James Reiff